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%   Program Fussy3 
% 
%   Grey Surface - Colour Coded Frontal Area 
% 






nx=151; % No. of Stations 
fuscmb=0; % Fuselage - Maximum Camber 
fusl=5; % Fuselage - Overall Length 
fusw=2; % Fuselage - Overall Width 
fush=1; % Fuselage - Overall Height 
xcab1=.25; % ND X Value of Cabin Front 
xcab2=.6; % ND X Value of Cabin Rear 
Nmin=2; % Minimum Value of Sharpness 
Nmax=5; % Maximum Value of Sharpness (Cabin) 
%----------------------------------------------- 
gry=1; % Shade of Grey for Bulkheads 





% Axis Extent - Nearest Integer 
nearint=1;  
%----------------------------------------------- 
%   Set Up Fuselage Profile 
for i=1:nx 
    xarg=xnd(i); 
    if xarg<xcab1 
        d(i)=(xarg*(2*xcab1-xarg))^.5/xcab1; 
    elseif xarg<xcab2 
        d(i)=1; 
    else 
        d(i)=(1-xarg)/(1-xcab2); 
    end 
end 


























    N=Nmin+(Nmax-Nmin)*d(i); 
    if a*b~=0 
        r=(abs((sphi/a)).^N+abs((cphi/b)).^N).^(-1/N); 
 else 





    X=[X;xxs]; 
    Y=[Y;yxs]; 




    for j=1:nphi-1 
        farea1=(Y(i+1,j)-Y(i,j))*(Z(i,j+1)-Z(i,j))-(Z(i+1,j)-
Z(i,j))*(Y(i,j+1)-Y(i,j)); % Vector Product 1 
        farea2=(Y(i+1,j+1)-Y(i+1,j))*(Z(i+1,j+1)-Z(i,j+1))-(Z(i+1,j+1)-
Z(i+1,j))*(Y(i+1,j+1)-Y(i,j+1)); % Vector Product 2 
        frontalarea(i,j)=abs(farea1)+abs(farea2); % Sum Two Vector 
Products 
   end 
end 
areascale=max(max(frontalarea)); % Calculate Maximum Frontal Area Value 
- Not to Screw Up Patch Colour Specification 
%----------------------------------------------- 
for i=1:nx-1 
    for j=1:nphi-1 
        px=[X(i,j),X(i+1,j),X(i+1,j+1),X(i,j+1)]; 
        py=[Y(i,j),Y(i+1,j),Y(i+1,j+1),Y(i,j+1)]; 
        pz=[Z(i,j),Z(i+1,j),Z(i+1,j+1),Z(i,j+1)]; 
        %----------------------------------------------- 
        % Establish Patch Colour 
        fa=frontalarea(i,j)/areascale; 
        patchcolour=[fa,1-fa,1-fa^2]; 
        
patch(px,py,pz,patchcolour,'EdgeColor','none','EdgeLighting','phong'); 
        hold on 
    %-----------------------------------------------         
    end 
end 
%camlight('headlight') 
%----------------------------------------------- 
grid on  
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